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Introduction 
The following describes a scenario and an objective for the trainee to achieve. The purpose 

is to demonstrate and practice some of the key features of Serafim FUTURE. It is intended to 

take about half a day to complete with guidance from a trainer. 

Training objectives 
The objective of this exercise is to teach the following features of FUTURE: 

1. Importing simulation data from an existing RSM (Eclipse output) file 

2. Importing historical data from an Excel file 

3. Importing a production forecast from an Excel file 

4. Setting up an integrated Model using wells and nodes with constraints 

5. Prioritising production from different sources 

6. Determining the ability of a system to produce from multiple sources 

7. Hands on decline analysis 

Pre-requisites 
Before beginning this training exercise the following pre-requisites must be met: 

1. The trainee has a laptop or desktop PC which meets the minimum requirements for 

the FUTURE software. 

 

Intended audience 
The intended audience for this training exercise are reservoir engineers. Thus, they should 

have some knowledge on reservoir simulator output files, using Excel and conducting decline 

curve analysis (DCA). 

 
Notes on the scenario: The trainee will be presented with the initial simple situation followed 

by a subsequent more challenging example which will invoke the real use of FUTURE. 

The situation 
Your company has recently made an oil discovery named Geneva, offshore in the North Sea. 

It is estimated that it contains 62 million barrels of STOIIP( Stock Tank Oil Initially In Place) . A 

simulation model has already been made of Geneva using 10 wells including 2 water 

injectors. The current plan approved by management is to develop the Geneva field using a 

single platform sending the separated oil and gas to the Amager platform, a nearby, pre-

existing platform owned and operated by another company.  



 

 

Initial negotiations have already taken place with the owners of this platform and an outline 

agreement has been reached for the Amager platform to handle up to 5,000 barrels of oil 

per day and 15 million standard cubic feet per day of gas, at a tariff of $2 per barrel oil and 

$0.20 per kscf( 1000 standard cubic feet)  gas  

These are the wells determined by the simulator for the Geneva field. 

Well Name Reservoir Facility Start Date Enabled 

GVA-3H        Geneva Cointrin  14-MAY-2014 TRUE 

GVA-4H        Geneva Cointrin  01-OCT-2014 TRUE 

GVA-5H        Geneva Cointrin  14-JUL-2014 TRUE 

GVA-1ST2      Geneva Cointrin  04-MAR-2013 TRUE 

GVA-6H        Geneva Cointrin  01-AUG-2016 TRUE 

GVA-DEV1     Geneva Cointrin  01-OCT-2016 TRUE 

GVA-DEV2     Geneva Cointrin  01-NOV-2016 TRUE 

GVA-DEV3     Geneva Cointrin  01-DEC-2016 TRUE 

Table of the Geneva field 8 producer wells 

 

Well Name Reservoir Facility Start Date Enabled 

GVA-WI1      Geneva Cointrin  01-FEB-2017 TRUE 

GVA-WI2      Geneva Cointrin  01-FEB-2017 TRUE 

Table of the Geneva field water injector wells 

 

Exercise 1 
Objective: Using FUTURE, Model this plan with the simulator output constraining it to meet 

the tariff arrangement limits on oil and gas. 

Amager Platform of 

the Copenhagen Field 

Cointrin Platform of 

the Geneva Field 

 



 
Tasks: Completing the following tasks will help you to achieve the objective: 

1. Open a new FUTURE Model. By default when opening FUTURE a new Model will be 

created. Otherwise, click on Main menu > File> New 

2. Save the Model as ‘Training Case A Model’ by clicking Main Menu > File> Quick save 

in Another Database As... You will be prompted:- firstly for the database file 

location (the FUTURE database, which can hold several Models; if you supply a new 

name, then FUTURE creates a new .ftrs database); and, secondly, for the name and 

location of the Model within the database’s internal folder structure. 

3. Create a new Node in the production network called ‘Cointrin’ by clicking Main 

Menu>Edit > Add> Node (this should not be the Head Node – so that it can be easily 

moved later on) 

4. Edit the existing reservoir and change its name to ‘Geneva’ by clicking Main Menu> 

Edit> Edit Reservoir. You will then see the “Select Reservoirs” dialog, where you 

should double click “Reservoir 1” to display the “Edit Reservoir” dialog. The “Name” 

input box is at the top of the first tab. 

5. Import the above producer wells for the Geneva field using the option, from the 

main menu, Main Menu> Import > Create Wells from Excel List. The spreadsheet 

containing the list of wells is called ‘Lists of Wells for FUTURE Training Case A.xlsx’. 

Take care to select the appropriate spreadsheet range (Sheet1!$A$2:$E$9) and not 

to include the heading. NB – do not, at this point, import the injection wells or the 

Copenhagen wells. 

a. Delete the default well. To do this click, Main Menu> Edit> Edit Well. Then, 

in the "Select Well" dialog, select the well "NewWell_1" (click on "List All" if 

this well is not displayed) and then click on the "Delete" button (between 

"OK" and "Cancel"). 

6. Import the RSM simulator output for these wells. Click on Main Menu >Import > 

Production Tables from RSM File, select the file ‘Geneva Simulator Profiles for 

Training Case A.RSM’ and, for "Select Entities to Import", choose "Select All". 

7. Assign all wells their profile from the imported RSM data (known as a Spectre).  

a. It is suggested that you edit the first well using the dialog box. To access 

‘Basic Well Data’ tab, click Main Menu>Edit> Edit Well and then, in the 

“Select Well” dialog, select “GVA-1ST2”.  Under the ‘Basic Well Data’ tab, set 

‘Type of Production Model’ to ‘Well Table (e.g. from simulator)’. Under the 

‘Table Data’ tab, specify  

i. “Type of table” = “Spectre or run in database” 

ii. “Name of Spectre or run” = “DB:\Geneva Simulator Profiles for 

Training Case A” (or whatever name you have chosen to save the 

RSM data under). This is done most easily by clicking on the 

"Browse" button and then selecting the Spectre from the Database 

Explorer window. 

iii. “Name of entity in Spectre or run” = “GVA-1ST2”. Note – FUTURE 

will normally have given this automatically as a default. 

b. The remainder of the wells can be most quickly set by using the ‘Edit Wells 

using Table’ option. Click Main Menu>Edit> Edit Well and then, in the 



 
“Select Well” dialog, select all the wells and choose the “Multiple Selection” 

option (at bottom of dialog) “Edit Table of Selected Entities”.   Then in the 

“Wells Table”, right-click and select “Fill Down” on the top cells in the 

following columns – “Production Model” and “Name of Spectre”. 

8. Create a new network by clicking Main Menu> Edit> Add > Network. Then in the 

“Edit Network” dialog, set 

a. “Name of network” = “Geneva WI Network” 

b. “Type (applies to all Scenarios)” = “Water injection” 

c. “Name of head node” =  “Cointrin_WI” 

9. Create two water injection wells by clicking Main Menu > Edit > Add > Well 

 naming them GVA-WI1 and GVA-WI2,and then tell them to use the profiles from the 

RSM file, as follows 

a. Under the “Basic Well Data” tab, specify that  

i. the “Parent Node” is “Cointrin_WI” (if need be, first tick the box 

“Show nodes from other networks”); 

ii. the well start date is 1 Jan 2017;  

iii. the "Type of injection model" is "Well table (eg from simulator)" 

b. Under the "Table data" tab, specify  

i. “Type of table” = “Spectre or run in database” 

ii. Spectre and Entity names (as in Step 7 (a)). 

10. Ensure that the water injection value of the Reservoir in the objective functions has 

a value greater than 0 (Main Menu > Edit > Edit Reservoir, double-click on “Geneva” 

in the “Select Reservoir” dialog, then go to “Objective function” tab in the “Edit 

Reservoir” dialog). 

11. Add the tariff agreement oil and gas rate maximums at the Cointrin Node (5,000 

stb/day oil rate) and 15,000 kscf (=thousand standard cubic feet) / day total gas rate) 

– Double click on the “Cointrin” node in the “Production Network 1” diagram (or 

click  Main Menu > Edit > Edit Node etc) and go to “Constraints” tab in the “Edit 

Node” dialog. 

12. Run the calculations and check the profiles, by clicking Main Menu> File > Save with 

Calculations. It is suggested that you change the calculation start date to 1 Jan 2012. 

What’s a Spectre? 

A SPECtre (Sets of Profiles Externally Created) is a set of tables imported and stored in FUTURE and 

contain production and/or injection profiles from an external source such as a simulator. A well or 

reservoir can then be assigned a profile contained in the Spectre. 

Solution:  

When you select the option Main Menu > Charts > View production profile on screen, you 

should be able to select see a Cointrin production profile similar to the following 



 

 

 

Challenge: Manually alter the well schedule so that the oil production meets the limit with 

some excess capacity, but defers wells to as late as possible.  

 Hint: compare the base constrained forecast against an unconstrained “Variant” forecast 

(click on FUTURE Main Menu > Forecasts > Add/Edit Forecasts) 

 

 

Note – A “Variant” Forecast updates its well potentials, at each time-step, using the 

cumulative production of its parent “Standard” Forecast, rather than the cumulative 

production from its own rates.   



 
An example of the resultant forecast with the drilling of the wells being set to the following 

dates is given below. 

Well Start Date 

GVA-1ST2 04/03/2013 

GVA-3H 14/05/2014 

GVA-4H 01/10/2014 

GVA-5H 14/06/2014 

GVA-6H 01/01/2016 

GVA-DEV1 01/08/2016 

GVA-DEV2 01/01/2021 

GVA-DEV3 01/07/2022 

 

 

 

 

 

Looking at further options 
Your management has now decided that it may like to acquire the Copenhagen asset and 

wants you to look at the benefit of producing the Geneva field into the Amager platform 

without the production limits and tariffs.  

The production history of the Amager platform of the Copenhagen field has been made 

available to you. The platform also accepts oil from another third-party field called Doha 

under a tariff agreement.  It is assumed that you would continue this arrangement until the 

contract finishes in 2020. The forecast for this field has also been provided by the third-

party, but it is generally in decline. 

  



 
Well Name Reservoir Facility Start Date Enabled 

C1 Copenhagen Amager 
 

TRUE 

C2 Copenhagen Amager 
 

TRUE 

C4 Copenhagen Amager 
 

TRUE 

C6 Copenhagen Amager 
 

TRUE 

C7 Copenhagen Amager 
 

TRUE 

C8 Copenhagen Amager 
 

TRUE 

C9 Copenhagen Amager 
 

TRUE 

C10 Copenhagen Amager 
 

TRUE 

C12 Copenhagen Amager 
 

TRUE 

D1 Doha Amager 
 

TRUE 

D2 Doha Amager 
 

TRUE 

 

Exercise 2 
Build up a full Model of the combined assets. Create two forecasts 

1. Using the tariff agreement and limits for the Geneva field 

2. Lifting the limits and producing at capacity of the Amager platform. 

Tasks: The following tasks should help you to achieve the objective: 

1. Start by importing in the historical data. In this training case the data has already 

been loaded for you into a Spreadsheet file,which we will import into a Spectre.  

a. Go to Main Menu> Import > Production Tables from Excel. 

b. Choose the Spreadsheet ‘Copenhagen, Doha Historical Data for FUTURE 

Training Case A.xlsx’. 

c. Select the range to import, not including the headers. 

d. Change the ‘Type of Data,’ to Rate(per calendar day). 

e. Choose the current database, ‘Training Case A model,’ in this instance, to 

store the data in 

f. Give the imported data name. 

g. Set it as Historical using the check box.  

 



 

 
 

2. Set this imported Spectre as the historical dataset for this Model by going to Main 

Menu > File > Settings for Current Model’. Then select the historical data you just 

imported. 

 

 
 

3. Add a new platform (Node) called Amager, setting its parent node to be the head 

Node. To do this click Main Menu > Edit > Add > Node   

4. Add the 9 Copenhagen wells and the 2 Doha wells (using, as before, the option Main 

Menu> Import > Create Wells from Excel List). A table of the wells can be found in 

the ‘Lists of Wells for FUTURE Training Case A.xlsx’ spreadsheet. Use Main Menu > 

Import > Create Wells from Excel List to import the list of wells directly into Future. 

5. If you have used the same names, then Future should have found the historic 

production for these wells. Check this by looking at the wells details, Main Menu > 

Edit well > Basic Well Data tab > Well cumulative at start of prediction. If the 

historic production has been found, there will be figures found under the Well 

cumulative heading.  

6. Switch to the Decline Charts tab and you should also see the historic production 

there in one of the five chart types. 

 



 
 

7. Carry out decline curve analysis on the Copenhagen and Doha wells. Try the 

following on one well first, and then select all the current producing wells and use 

the table edit to quickly give them the same settings . For the first well, click Main 

Menu > Edit > Edit Well, select a single well and choose the option “Edit Selected 

Entities one-by-one”. To use table edit to apply settings to a group of wells, click 

Main Menu > Edit > Edit Well , select all the relevant wells and choose the option 

“Edit Table of Selected Entities”. 

a. For each well you need to set their production Model type to Decline 

(oil/gas/water) on the Basic Well Data tab. 

b. Choose the adjacent setting from “Manually fit declines” to “Autofit declines 

to historical data” 

c. Under the Oil Decline Data tab, verify the appropriateness of the settings 

(you may choose, for example, to change from exponential decline to 

hyperbolic). 

d. Under the “Gas Decline / FGLR” tab, set the “Type of gas calculation” to 

“GOR Trend” 

e. Now try the above by selecting the wells and editing them in the table. Close 

the table when finished. 

8. After setting all the Copenhagen and Doha wells to autofitted decline curves, we 

need to look through the wells to check the results – we may need to adjust the 

options for the autofit (e.g. using independent oil rate and oil cut declines, instead of 

an oil-cut decline with liquid trend) or switch to manual fit for some wells whose the 

autofitted curves are not suitable. The “Approval Manager” window (Main Menu > 

View > Approval Manager)  provides a quick way of selecting a group of wells for 

editing. Do this for the currently producing wells (select the wells in the Well 

Approval Manager, right click and choose  Edit Selected Wells). In the decline curve 

tab of each well, adjust the oil and water to suitable declines by dragging the small 

squares into a position which you best think represents the decline. 

a. Oil-rate vs cum oil and BSW, GOR vs cum oil will be useful charts to use. 

b. Use the arrows in the bottom right corner to go to the next well in the 

sequence. 

 



 

 
 

9.  Set the Amager platform to have an oil production limit of 10,000 barrels per day. 

To do this, click Main Menu > Edit > Edit Node > Select the Amager Node and set 

the limit of 10000 stb/day.  

Run the Model and check the results. Right clicking on different items (wells, reservoirs, 

nodes) in the Well Approval Manager will allow you to quickly view their profiles. 

 

The next task is to setup a new Forecast which will have the same scenario (rates & reserves) 

as the base case, but will not have the tariff limitations on Cointrin. To achieve this we must 

use a Project and use it to set different conditions for the Cointrin platform, i.e producing  

without the tariff agreement limits on oil and gas production rates. This Project can then be 

selected as an option for a forecast. 

10. First, create a new Forecast and enable it. Name it ‘Combined Ownership’. Main 

Menu > Forecasts > Add/Edit Forecasts 

11. Create a new Project and name it ‘Lift constraints on Cointrin’. Main Menu > 

Forecasts > Add/Edit Projects. Note – it is best to deselect the option “Use Project 

Groups”. 

12. Create a Planned Change, name it ‘No constraints on Cointrin’ and specify that its 

“Well or Node to change” is Cointrin. Main Menu > Edit > Add > Planned Change. 

 



 

 
 

13. Within the Planned Change dialog, set “Well or Node to Change” to be “Cointrin”;  

set “Project” to be ‘Lift Constraints on Cointrin’.  

 



 

 
 

14. Choose ‘New Constraint’ as the Required Change and leave all the capacity 

constraints blank. This will effectively run the Model without constraints at Cointrin. 

The start date should already be set to the Model start date so that the effect will be 

immediate. 

15. Setup the Forecast to run the Model with the ‘Lift Constraints on Cointrin’ Project. 

(‘Forecasts > Add/Edit Forecasts’)  

 



 

 
 

16. Run the Model, which will calculate both Forecasts. 

17. View the profile for the Cointrin platform (‘Right Click on the Cointrin Node in the 

Well Approval Manager > View chart of forecast’) 

18. Check that the forecast shows production at differing rates depending on whether 

the limitation is there or not. 

 

 
As you should be able to see, there was only enough well potential to fill the Amager 

facility from 2016 for about 2.5 years.  

Next, we should look at some upside and downside Scenarios. To do this simply and quickly 

we will make use of Futures multipliers which can be applied to rates and reserves. To 

manage the differences between the wells we will use Future’s Scenarios. Then we will run 

our Forecasts under the different Scenarios. 

What are Scenarios? 

Scenarios in Future enable you to Model with uncertainty. They contain a set of values for 

parameters of various entities, such as the parameters to describe the decline curve Model 

of a reservoir, that are subject to uncertainty. Defining scenarios in FUTURE enables the 

study of uncertainty which is out of the direct control of the reservoir engineer as opposed 



 
to option uncertainty which can be studied in FUTURE using projects. A Model calculation 

produces production forecasts for different forecasts, with a forecast being defined by the 

selection of projects (options) to be executed under a given Scenario. 

19. Add two new Scenarios for upside and downside uncertainty. Name them ‘Upside’ 

and ‘Downside’. (‘Forecasts > Add/Edit Scenarios > Add New Scenario’) 

 

 
 

20. If you check in the Forecasts you should see three Scenarios: Base, Upside and 

Downside. (‘Forecasts > Add/Edit Forecasts ‘). 

 

 

For the existing wells in the Copenhagen and Doha reservoirs we will set their reserves 

multipliers to ±0.5. For the new wells in the Geneva reservoir we will set their rates to be 

±0.5 and also their reserves to be ±0.5. 

21. Open one of the wells from the Copenhagen or Doha reservoir. At the top you will 

see the Scenario selector. Click on the Scenario button to change it or alternatively 



 
use the dropdown menu to select a Scenario. (‘Well Approval Manager > Choose a 

Copenhagen or Doha well > Right-Click Edit > Scenario’). 

 

 
 

22. Now set the upside and downside Scenario values for the rate and reserves 

multipliers for all the wells. 

 



 

 
You can do this by selecting and editing each well one by one or select all the wells 

and edit them in a table.  

Editing Wells in a Table 

Editing wells in a table an easy way to change the values for multiple wells quickly. It opens 

the wells into a spreadsheet like view and allows columns to be sorted and values to be 

written to more than one cell at a time.  

i) First make your selection of the wells in the Well Approval Manager. Do this by 

selecting the wells using Left-Click+Ctrl for individual wells or Left-Click+Shift for 



 
a continuous range of wells, or a combination of the two. 

 

 
 

ii) Right-Click and choose ‘Edit Selected Wells using Table’ 

iii) Next you will have the option to choose which Scenarios to edit if you have 

more than one. You can also choose to ‘Select All’ Scenarios which is very useful. 

 

 
 

iv) Using the column names you can sort the table according to that column.  

 



 

 
 

v) Scrolling across the table from left to right you will see all of the properties for 

the wells. These are the same as the properties in the usual well editing window. 

Sometimes cells are disabled because they are not editable here or not 

applicable due to the settings of another property. 

vi) To edit multiple values you can ‘Select the cells’ by dragging the mouse pointer 

over them and then ‘Right-click > Fill Cells with Value…’, then enter the value 

you would like to use. 

 

 
vii) Another way is to ‘Set a value in a cell > Right-click > Fill Down’. This will copy 

the value to all cells beneath it. Use this with row sorting for best results. 

 



 

 
 

After you have entered all the multipliers for each of the wells in each of the 

Scenarios we can try running the Model to see the Forecasts under the different 

Scenarios. 

1. Setup the Model to have the Forecasts for the Combined Ownership with Base, 

Upside and Downside Scenarios. Select the ‘Lift Constraints on Cointrin’ Project 

for all of them. (‘Forecasts > Add/Edit Forecasts’) 

 

 
 

2. Run the Model and compare the Forecasts using the profile view of the Amager 

Platform. Check the oil rates and cumulatives in the various plots. (‘Right-click 

on any of the Amager Nodes in the Well Approval Manager > View Chart of 

Forecast’) 

 



 

 
You should be able to see three distinct profiles showing differing rates and 

cumulatives. 

End of tutorial. 


